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LET’S THINK ABOUT IT
Good questions help us learn.

...
1.

At the beginning of the book, BB is once again separated from his friends and feeling alone. How often
do you feel alone? What do you do to feel better?

2.

Kerry climbs up the cave wall to make sure BB’s
okay (page 5). Who looks out for you when you’re
struggling with something? Who should you check
in with about what’s going on in their life?

3.

In Chapter 1, Pete comes up with the idea to use
fishing as a way to steal the meat from the Killerosauruses. Would you have volunteered to go out in
the basket like Sammy and Spencer? How else could
they have moved the meat?

4.

Jonah and Toby love to play the drums and make up
new beats. Do you play an instrument? What do you
like about it?

5.

In Chapter 2, Pops tells BB the story of Daniel, a
brave leader who did what was right even when it
was hard. How do you lead others like Daniel and
BB? What are some ways you can make the lives of
those around you better?

6.

The gang and the Gorillas work together in Chapter
3 to save BB from a bunch of dinos. What problem
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have you faced that you needed a team to solve? How
did you keep yourself calm so you could confront
this problem?
7.

During the battle, Abraham loses his arm and runs
off into the jungle (page 50). Have you ever been
so sad that you just wanted to be left alone? What
happened? What helped you feel better?

8.

How does your dad or an older man in your life help
you with life’s challenges? What helpful lessons has
he taught you?

9.

Do you know anyone who has been badly injured or
struggles with a physical limitation? How can you
support them and show them that you value them?

10.

Obadiah teaches the gang about the six main emotions: love, excitement, fear, anger, sadness and
happiness (page 73). Describe a time when you felt
each of these emotions.

11.

In Chapter 5, the gang tells each other memories
they’ve never shared before. Do you have a sad
memory that you rarely talk about? What makes it
difficult to share?

12.

Cliff tells the others how unsafe he felt having people fighting in his neighborhood all the time (page
79). Who do you know that fights with each other a
lot? How does it make you feel?
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13.

Kerry explains how his ability run fast is a gift from
God (page 79). What gifts or skills has God given
you? How can you work to get even better at them?

14.

Sammy shares how his dad’s life improved after he
started to believe in God (page 80-81). How does a
relationship with God help you?

15.

Why do you think the rock shares Proverbs 29:11
with BB? What does this verse mean to you?
“Foolish people let their anger run wild.
But wise people keep themselves under control.”

16.

Galatians 5:22-23 describes the fruit of the Spirit,
which are positive attributes you should try to practice: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Give an
example of how you can apply each of these words
to your life.

17.

Do you like snakes? Have you ever caught or touched
one? What kind of snakes live near you?

18.

The snake BB’s group meets in Chapter 6 is very persuasive. Do you agree or disagree with what he says?
What are some strategies you could use to resist him
like BB does?

19.

Who is Lucifer? How can he influence your thoughts,
feelings and actions?
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20.

Lucifer thinks we should always do whatever we
want. Why doesn’t this work? Who do you need to
submit to in your life? What rules do they expect
you to follow?

21.

Obadiah had never tried fish before the gang cooks
him some (page 128-129). How willing are you to try
new foods? What’s something you thought you’d
hate but ended up liking?

22.

Even though the gang and the Gorillas are very different, they get along really well. What similarities
and differences do you have with your friends? How
can you teach each other new things like the gang
and Gorillas do?

23.

What’s one verse the rock said that you want to
remember? Write it down here:
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